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While You Were Mine: 

299 of 326 review helpful WHILE YOU WERE MINE By SWH This Kindle First book for March was listed as 
historical fiction not usually my first choice But when I saw it was post WWII I knew it would be my choice Long 
before I was born but still contemporary in the sense that people are generally still the same in the way they react to 
challengesGwen is given a big challenge caring for a baby her roommate deser Everything she loved could so easily 
be lost The end of World War II should have brought joy to Gwen Mullen But on V J Day her worst fear is realized As 
celebrating crowds gather in Times Square a soldier appears on her doorstep to claim Mary the baby abandoned to 
Gwen one year earlier Suddenly Gwen is on the verge of losing the child she has nurtured and loves dearly With no 
legal claim to Mary Gwen begins to teach Lieutenant John McKee how to ca ldquo Moving beautifully written and life 
affirming A powerful story that had me gripped from the very first page rdquo mdash Lindsay Jayne Ashford author of 
The Color of Secrets ldquo A fascinating story set in an often overlooked time 
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it looked like a good thing but wait till i tell you we were down south in alabama bill driscoll and myself when this 
kidnapping idea struck us it was as bill  Free ferris life moves pretty fast if you dont stop and look around once in a 
while you could miss it  summary the first two mines in centralia opened in 1856 the locust run mine and the coal 
ridge mine afterward came the hazeldell colliery mine in 1860 the centralia mine weve known for a while that 
isolation is physically bad for us chronically lonely people have higher blood pressure are more vulnerable to infection 
and are 
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mining is the extraction of valuable minerals or other geological materials from the earth usually from an orebody lode 
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